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ABSTRACT

WiFi sensing is an important part of the new WiFi 802.11bf
standard, which can detect motion and measure distances.
In recent years, some machine learning methods have been
proposed for human activity recognition from WiFi signals.
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these meth-
ods have explored orientation prediction of the user using
WiFi signals. Orientation prediction is particularly critical for
human-machine interaction in an environment with multiple
smart devices. In this paper, we propose a data collection
setup and machine learning models for joint human orienta-
tion and activity recognition using WiFi signals from a single
access point (AP) or multiple APs. The results show feasibil-
ity of joint orientation-activity recognition in an indoor envi-
ronment with a high accuracy.

Index Terms— Activity recognition, channel state infor-
mation, human-machine interaction, machine learning, WiFi.

1. INTRODUCTION

Human activity recognition (HAR) refers to detection and
recognition of human gestures and activities in an environ-
ment. Some major systems/mediums for collecting data are
wearable sensors (e.g. gyroscope and accelerometer), cam-
eras (e.g. still image and video), and radio frequency signals
(e.g. WiFi signals) [1]. HAR with wireless signals has at-
tracted attention due to its privacy preserving nature, broad
sensing coverage, and ability to sense the environment with-
out line-of-sight (LoS) [2]. This is particularly interesting
since the WiFi 802.11bf standard will enable remote moni-
toring and sensing [3].

Channel state information (CSI) in a wireless communi-
cation system can provide properties about the wireless chan-
nel and how a subcarrier has been affected in the environment.
Changes in the environment such as walking, falling, and sit-
ting can affect the CSI signals which can be used for various
sensing applications. CSI is measured in the baseband and is
a vector of complex values. A multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) wireless system provides a spatial diversity which

can be used for wider and more accurate sensing and detec-
tion of activities. This property of wireless signals can be
very useful in designing systems for human-machine inter-
action. Some examples are presence detection [4], security
systems [5], localization [6], and internet of things [7].

Various approaches have been proposed for HAR using
machine learning. That includes random forest (RF) [8],
hidden Markov model (HMM) [8], long-short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) [8], sparse auto-encoder (SAE) network [9],
attention-based bi-directional LSTM [10], and diversified
deep ensemble learning (WiARes) [11]. Most of the proposed
methods are based on training many trainable parameters for
feature extraction from CSI measurements. This approach
requires large CSI training data and hyper-parameter tuning.
In addition, most of these models due to their high compu-
tational complexity may not be suitable for implementation
on resource-limited devices such as smart phones and edge
devices [12]. LiteHAR [2] method uses a large number of
random convolution kernels without training them [13] for
feature extraction, followed by a pool of Ridge regression
classifiers per frequency for activity recognition. This ap-
proach enables fast and accurate HAR using CSI.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works
in HAR have explored the possibility of predicting both ac-
tivity and orientation of the user using CSI. In this paper, ma-
chine learning models for prediction of the joint user activity
and orientation are introduced. Orientation prediction is par-
ticularly important for interaction with devices in smart en-
vironments, where multiple devices exist. It governs which
device the user is trying to interact with. We have built an
infrastructure for CSI measurements collection from multiple
access points (APs). Based on our previous work for a light-
weight HAR [2] solution, the idea of using 1-dimensional ran-
dom convolution kernels in [14] is utilized for feature extrac-
tion from CSI measurements. Then, Ridge regression classi-
fiers are used for prediction of the activation and orientation
of the user. The proposed models are evaluated for single AP
and multiple AP scenarios and the performance results are
discussed.
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2. JOINT ORIENTATION-ACTIVITY
RECOGNITION MODEL

In this section, we discuss the proposed model for joint hu-
man orientation-activity recognition in an indoor environment
equipped with one/multiple APs for a single user. First, the
feature extraction procedure is introduced. Then, three fea-
tures classification approaches are proposed.

Let Xa ∈ RS×T
≥0 represent the CSI amplitudes of AP

a with S subcarriers over T indices (i.e. the length of
CSI input). For the AP a, the set of N CSI samples is
{(Xa,1, c1, o1), ..., (Xa,N , cN , oN )} where N is the number
of samples, cn is the activity class, and on is the orientation
class for sample n ∈ {1, ..., N}. In general, the possi-
ble orientation and activity classes are finite discrete sets.
The set of activity classes is c = (c1, ..., cC) and the set
of orientation classes is o = (o1, ..., oO), where C is the
number of activity classes and O is the number of orien-
tations. The set of samples can be extended for A APs as
{(X1,1, ...,XA,1, c1, o1), ..., (X1,N , ...,XA,N , cN , oN )}.

2.1. Feature Extraction

Figure 1(a) shows the feature extraction procedure from a CSI
sample Xn for a single AP. In this approach, based on the
multivariate MiniRocket feature extraction method proposed
in [15], K 1-dimensional convolution kernels (w1, ...,wK)
are generated where the length of each kernel is fixed and
the weights are selected randomly from {−1, 2}. For each
kernel, a set of dilation factors is generated which controls
the spread of the kernel over an input with fixed length
of T . The set of dilations for kernel k is selected from
L = {b2i·Lmax/L

′c|i ∈ (0, ..., L′)} where L′ is a constant,
Lmax = log2

(
(T − 1)/(|wk| − 1)

)
and L = |L| is the cardi-

nality of L. This provides K × L different combinations of
kernels and dilations as {wk,l|k ∈ (1, ...,K), l ∈ (1, ..., L)}.
The convolution of an input CSI X with each kernel is

us,k,l = xs ∗wk,l, (1)

for s ∈ (1, ..., S), k ∈ (1, ...,K), and l ∈ (1, ..., L).
A set of bias terms {bk,l,j |j ∈ (1, ..., J)} is then calcu-

lated based on the quantiles of the convolution output for each
pair of kernel and dilation (k, l). The channel-wise features
along with the bias term are then combined as

vk,l,j =

S∑
s=1

us,k,l − bk,l,j . (2)

The process of selecting the dilation and bias values is deeply
discussed in [15]. It is suggested that the total number of ex-
tracted features should be kept constant (i.e. D = 9, 996) as a
multiple ofK. A feature selection method is proposed in [16]
for reducing D. The features are extracted by computing the
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(a) Feature extraction and concatenation (
⊕

) for the input channel state infor-
mation (CSI) Xn. PPV refers to calculating the portion of positive values using
(3). D is the number of extracted features.

(b) Single access point (SAP) model using the feature extractor in (a).

(c) Concatenation of multiple access points (CMAP) model using the
feature extractor in (a).

(d) Aggregation of multiple access points (AMAP) model using the
feature extractor in (a).

Fig. 1: Proposed feature extraction and joint orientation-activity classifica-
tion models using a single access point (AP) and multiple APs.

proportion of positive values (ppv) as

fk,l,j =
1

|vk,l,j |

|vk,l,j |∑
i=1

1[vk,l,j,i > 0], (3)

for k ∈ (1, ...,K), l ∈ (1, ..., L), and j ∈ (1, ..., Jk,l) where
Jk,l is the number of bias terms and 1[·] is the indicator func-
tion. The features can be vectorized for the input CSI signal
Xn as fn = (fn,1, ..., fn,D).
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(class 1)
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(class 2)

Push-Pull
(class 3)

Up-Down
(class 4)

Fig. 2: Four human activities (gestures) used for experiments.

2.2. Joint Orientation-Activity Classification

Generally, CSI signals are collected from multiple APs in an
indoor environment for HAR applications. In this section,
first we introduce an approach for joint orientation-activity
recognition from a single AP (SAP) based on the feature ex-
traction procedure discussed in Subsection 2.1. Then, this
approach is extended to introduce approaches for aggregation
of extracted features from multiple APs (AMAP) and a con-
catenation of multiple APs (CMAP).

2.2.1. Single Access Point (SAP)

Figure 1(b) shows the setup with a single AP for join
orientation-activity recognition. For a given training dataset,
the features fn are extracted and passed to two Ridge regres-
sion classifiers ôn = ψo(fn) and ĉn = ψc(fn), where ôn
and ĉn are the predicted orientation class and activation class,
respectively, for the input Xn. This is a general framework
and other classifier may be used and evaluated.

2.2.2. Concatenation of Multiple Access Points (CMAP)

A CSI collection setup with multiple APs increases diversity
of the signal collection, which enhances sensing of environ-
ment. Figure 1(c) shows a setup where A APs are utilized
for CSI collection and a feature extractor is implemented
per AP. The extracted features are then concatenated as
fn =

(
fa,n,d|a ∈ (1, ..., A), d ∈ (1, ..., D)

)
for each sample.

The set of features {fn|n ∈ (1, ..., N)} and the correspond-
ing target classes are then used for training the activity and
orientation Ridge regression classifiers.

2.2.3. Aggregation of Multiple Access Points (AMAP)

In the AMAP approach, a feature extractor is allocated per
AP followed by a dedicated activity classifier ĉa,n = φa(fa,n)
and orientation classifier ôa,n = ψa(fa,n) for a ∈ (1, ..., A)
and n ∈ (1, ..., N). For a given input Xn, the set of pre-
dicted orientations is ôn =

(
ôa,n|a ∈ (1, ..., A)

)
and the set

of predicted activities is ĉn =
(
ĉa,n|a ∈ (1, ..., A)

)
. Using

an aggregation (voting) approach, the predicted activity is

ĉn = argmax
c∈c

(

A∑
a=1

1[ĉa,n, cn] | cn ∈ c), (4)
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Fig. 3: Detailed floor plan of the data collection setup in an indoor office,
which includes location of access points (APs), user, transmitter (Raspberry
Pi), and collector (modem).

and the predicted orientation is

ôn = argmax
o∈o

(

A∑
a=1

1[ôa,n, on] | on ∈ o), (5)

where 1[̂i, i] = 1 if î = i and 1[̂i, i] = 0 otherwise.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Data

We have conducted the experiments for 4 different activity
classes (Circle, Left-Right, Push-Pull, Up-Down) as demon-
strated in Figure 2. The CSI data was collected at 4 different
orientations (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 180◦) as demonstrated in Figure 3.
This figure shows our data collection setup which was con-
ducted in an approximately 6m × 5.6m indoor office with 5
APs. The CSI of each AP was read synchronously in a cen-
tral collector. A Raspberry Pi was used as the transmitter.
Per each combination of orientation class and activity class,
20 samples were collected from 6 users. The total number of
collected samples from each AP was 20×4×4×6 = 1, 920,
where 80% was used for training and 20% was used for test-
ing the models. The dataset will become publicly available
for the research community.



Table 1: Classification performance results and standard deviation (in %) over all activity and orientation classes, averaged over 10 independent runs. Acc:
Accuracy; BAcc: Balanced accuracy; MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient.

Model Activity Orientation
Acc BAcc F1-Score MCC Acc BAcc F1-Score MCC

SAP - AP 1 73.3±1.8 73.3±1.7 73.3±1.8 64.5±2.4 98.0±0.5 98.1±0.5 98.0±0.5 97.4±0.7
SAP - AP 2 69.1±1.4 69.1±1.4 69.1±1.3 58.9±1.8 97.4±0.5 97.4±0.5 97.4±0.5 96.5±0.7
SAP - AP 3 70.3±3.0 70.3±2.9 70.2±3.0 60.4±4.0 98.9±0.5 98.8±0.5 98.9±0.5 98.5±0.7
SAP - AP 4 79.5±1.5 79.6±1.5 79.5±1.5 72.7±2.0 98.7±0.5 98.7±0.5 98.7±0.5 98.2±0.7
SAP - AP 5 82.7±1.5 82.8±1.5 82.7±1.5 77.0±2.0 99.4±0.4 99.4±0.4 99.4±0.4 99.2±0.6

AMAP 91.1±1.8 91.1±1.8 91.1±1.8 88.1±2.4 99.0±0.1 99.0±0.1 99.0±0.1 99.0±0.1
CMAP 91.4±1.4 91.4±1.5 91.4±1.5 88.5±1.9 99.7±0.2 99.7±0.2 99.7±0.2 99.6±0.2

Table 2: Classification accuracy results and standard deviation (in %) per activity class and orientation class, averaged over 10 independent runs.

Model Activity Orientation
Circle Left-Right Push-Pull Up-Down 0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 180◦

SAP - AP 1 78.6±3.1 71.1±5.5 77.3±2.0 66.0±4.8 98.5±1.3 98.3±1.1 98.1±0.6 97.4±1.7
SAP - AP 2 72.9±3.1 65.7±5.6 71.0±3.2 66.9±3.3 96.7±1.5 98.0±1.1 98.0±1.5 96.8±1.5
SAP - AP 3 77.0±4.1 67.9±4.1 71.9±6.6 64.4±3.2 99.3±0.6 99.5±0.6 97.4±1.2 99.1±1.1
SAP - AP 4 81.3±4.2 78.6±2.1 82.5±2.5 75.9±5.1 99.5±0.7 98.5±1.1 97.7±1.2 99.0±1.7
SAP - AP 5 81.7±3.0 81.0±3.8 84.5±2.9 83.8±3.2 99.4±0.5 99.2±0.7 99.6±0.6 99.6±0.4

AMAP 92.4±2.6 86.0±2.6 94.9±2.6 84.1±2.7 99.0±0.1 99.0±0.1 99.0±0.1 99.0±0.1
CMAP 93.6±2.4 89.5±3.2 93.4±2.6 88.9±3.8 99.6±0.7 99.7±0.4 99.9±0.3 99.8±0.4

3.2. Setup

The Ridge regression classifiers were cross-validated with
(0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1) regularization strengths. The reported
results are averaged over 10 independent runs. We have par-
tially used the PyTorch implementation1 of the MiniRocket [15]
with a fixed set of K = 84 kernels of length 9 and the total
number of features of D = 9, 996. Our codes are available
online2. The models are implemented in PyTorch and were
trained on a single NVIDIA GTX GPU.

3.3. Classification Performance Analysis

Classification performance of the SAP, AMAP, and CMAP
models with respect to the accuracy (Acc), balanced accu-
racy (BAcc), F1-Score, and Matthews correlation coefficient
(MCC) metrics is presented in Tables 1 and 2.

In Table 1, the average performance results over all activ-
ity and orientation classes are presented. The SAP model was
trained and evaluated per each AP independently. The results
show that the SAP model with AP 5 has a better performance
than the other SAP models for both activity and orientation
recognition tasks. As Figure 3 shows, the user is located be-
tween the shortest path between the AP and the transmitter.
However, the other APs have a shortest LoS with the trans-
mitter without direct interference with the user. Hence, proper
placement of the APs with respect to the user and transmitter
location can improve sensing of the environment and achiev-
ing a higher activity and orientation recognition accuracy.

1https://github.com/timeseriesAI/tsai/blob/main/tsai
2https://github.com/salehinejad/CSI-joint-activ-orient

The overall results show that the CMAP and AMAP ap-
proaches have a competitive performance, better than the SAP
evaluations. CMAP performs slightly better than AMAP in
activity recognition but has a lower performance in orienta-
tion prediction. All approaches, even with a single AP, have
a high performance in prediction of the orientation of the
user. This is particularly important in recognizing which de-
vice/orientation a user is interacting with.

Granular performance results per activity class and ori-
entation class in Table 2 show that the Up-Down activity is
relatively more challenging to recognize than the other ges-
tures. The performance per orientation class is high for all
approaches and the performance difference between different
classes is not significant. Overall, the CMAP approach has a
relatively better performance and less complexity due to using
a single joint activity and orientation classifier.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, for the first time in the literature, we explore
joint prediction of human’s orientation and activity using
WiFi signals for human-machine interaction in indoor en-
vironments. In order to be able to deploy the solutions on
resource-limited devices, models based on random convolu-
tion kernels without training them are proposed for feature
extraction. The simple but effective Ridge regression classi-
fier is used for features classification. Our results show that
increasing the spatial diversity of WiFi signal collection by
utilizing multiple APs can increase the classification accu-
racy of human activities. However, it is possible to predict
orientation of the user using a single AP with a high accuracy.
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